INITIAL THOUGHTS

Eradicates the problem
of hanging straps

sketch skeet 1
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RUCKSACK CONNECTION
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THE PROTOTYPE

DISSECTING STRAP RETRACTION

A tape measure was used as
an inspiration point due to its
retractable properties.

ACRYLIC TUBING
SPRING
CONNECTION POINT

-

The strap would be 			
pulled for adjustment

-

Thereby coiling the 			
spring

-

Upon release the spring 		
would uncoil retracting the
strap

Through the prototype,
it became clear that an
entry point in addition to
an exit point was required.
However, it was easy to
interact with as minimal
strength was required.
The next step was looking
at how to include an entry
point with the option of
adjustability- therefore
altering the standard form.

STRING
ROTATING COMPONENT
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COILED ALUMINIUM SPRING
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ALTERNATIVE
MECHANISMS
A retractable charger was
dissassembled as it uses both
an entry and an exit point.
Both cords are pulled in
opposing directions
Thereby coiling the spring and
locking in position
They operate on separate
loops so as not to become
tangled
An extra pull would then recoil
the spring retracting the strap
However, although this ensures
ease of retractability, it would
still need to be an additional
component to the strap
rather than the sole means of
adjsutment
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CONSIDERING THE FEATURES
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In practice, it
required a longer
channel for a
wider range of
adjustability

STRAPS

Using the same
mechanism as that to
adjust a handbag, the
problem of hanging straps
is eradicated

Simple to
interact with

Wide range of
adjustability for
different users
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HIPBELT
Gaps in padding helps ventilation

Placing a mesh in between the
separate straps would help keep
correct placement but still be more
comfortable
Smaller slit helps keep the straps
in a uniform formation

Extra padding creates
air channels to help
sweat ventilation
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Less shaped hipbelt makes it
more comfortable for a wider
majority of users as less
specific to a body shape
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BACKPLATE

Diagonal
cuts restrict
movement
slightly

The pivot point
was slightly
too high, as
the pelvic
tilt is most
exagerrated in
the lower back
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As the trekker walks
the back plate moves
with and supports
the body.
Through this, it
allows for better
carry efficiceny as
well as more comfort

Having tested it
naturally walking,
the next step
was to test when
walking up an
incline or down a
decline to check
how effective it
141
was.

DEVELOPMENT
SKETCHES

A more shaped hipbelt
may restrict the range of
possible users

After brainstorming a variety of ideas for each
indivdual component of the backpack, the overall
form of the backpack was explored, combing
different ideas.
This allowed for a clearer idea of the possible
design directions

As the hipbelt takes the
majority of the rucksack
weight, velcro was seen
as unsuitable

A lower pivot point on
the backplate ensured it
would fully support the
body

Once multiple forms had been explored, concept 3
was taken forward, adding more detail to look at
connection points and aesthetic points
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